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About This Content

Deep in the wilds of Siberia lies a forest that no man will enter, where a Soviet expedition vanished without a trace. Lara enters
the Wicked Vale in search of a missing man, but she finds a nightmare that defies explanation. Is the witch, Baba Yaga,

haunting the forest? Or is there more to the myth? Featuring three hours of new gameplay, Lara will face new adversaries,
explore a new tomb, solve a decades old mystery, and face off against an ancient evil. Includes a new outfit, and a new bow.
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Title: Baba Yaga: The Temple of the Witch
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Crystal Dynamics, Eidos-Montréal, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
Square Enix, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Franchise:
Tomb Raider

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Ubuntu 17.10 

Processor: Intel Core i3-4130T or AMD equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: 2GB AMD R9 285 (GCN 3rd Gen and above), 2GB Nvidia GTX 680 or better

Storage: 28 GB available space

Additional Notes:
* Requires Vulkan
* Nvidia graphics cards require driver version 396.18 or later. If you need to update your drivers, we recommend using the
Proprietary GPU Drivers PPA.
* AMD graphics cards require Mesa 17.3.5 or later. If you need to update your drivers, we recommend using the Padoka Stable
PPA.
* Vega graphics cards require Mesa 18.0 or later.
* AMD GCN 1st and 2nd generation graphics cards are not supported.
* Intel graphics cards are not supported.
*Requires an SSE2 capable processor.
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The Temple of Baba Yaga-DLC for Rise of the Tomb Raider adds a new territory called the Forgotten Vale into the existing
gameworld. Apart from the new area, two new challenge maps and some new outfits and weapons, it offers a unique new story
with some impressive visual elements along the way.
However, the game tries to set up the story in a way that there is a huge reveal at the end, but the "twist" becomes so painfully
obvious after a few minutes already, that it fails horribly at delivering a revelation to the player.

All in all Baba Yaga is not a bad expansion, but for the asking price of 9,99\u20ac you might want to wait for a sale as the DLC
can be finished in a very short amount of time (somewhere between 1 to 2 hours, a little more if you want to collect all the different
hidden items).

Still I am giving a thumbs up because I did enjoy my time with it.
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